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Key Benefits

HireCredit/WOTC
An applicant-friendly integrated WOTC processor that helps employers 

capture hiring-based tax credits in a hassle-free way

PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW 

UKG delivers best-in-class HR and workforce management in an unmatched suite of solutions and services, 

backed by people who care about you and your people.

UKG connects your people data with HireCredit through a standard API integration to extend the value of 

your investment, solve complex needs, reduce costs, and enable innovative solutions.

HireCredit focuses on a consumer-grade user experience for the applicant, leveraging our direct integrations 

with UKG Ready, Dimensions and Pro to get the latest workforce management and payroll information, 

streamlining all evidence-gathering processes, and reporting on outcomes in real time so employers can 

make changes to maximize the credit.

We integrate with your existing application or onboarding process to offer different ways to embed our 

survey and interact with your applicants/new hires. Plus, our entire process can be completed on a mobile 

device. When it comes to payroll data needed for the tax filing, we pull that automatically from UKG Ready, 

Dimensions or Pro platform.
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Seamless Integrations

The pre-qualification and certification 
process is seamless with no lift for our 
clients

Realtime reporting

Clients receive real time updates on 
pre-qualified applicants and earned 
credits

Flexible billing options

Multiple billing options are available to 
clients that provide flexibility and the 
lowest possible cost for the WOTC 
service.

<LEAVE THIS SECTION BLANK>
<UKG will fill in information here 
specific to the UKG product with 
which your solution integrates>

Visit our HireCredit Marketplace 
profile more information about our 
partnership.

Higher Screening Compliance

With our prebuilt WOTC survey integrations, your 
company will achieve a greater screening experience 
that by using a survey link.  Greater screening 
compliance produces higher credit capture which 
leads to more WOTC credits for your company.

No Hassle Payroll Integration

Through our pre-built API integrations, tracking 
WOTC could not be easier.  No more long and costly 
payroll implementations.  Once the new client 
paperwork is complete, earning WOTC credits is just 
days away. 

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

UKG Pro™

Powerful Global HCM

UKG Dimensions™

Leading Global WFM

UKG Ready™

Flexible, Seamless HR

https://marketplace.ukg.com/en-US/apps/221276/hirecredit

